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Let's take as our goal predi tion of 1 of k hoi es given input features x from
a (possibly large) input spa e. It's lear from the problem statement that any
algorithm requires Ω(log k) as that is the answer omplexity. A natural question
is: Can we onstru t good learning algorithms with a mat hing O(log k) runtime?
Many standard approa hes for addressing this problem su h as multi lass support
ve tor ma hines, multi lass per eptron, one-against-all, all pairs, or error orre ting
output odes are O(k) or worse, exhibiting an exponential gap between what might
be possible and standard pra ti e.
One plausible approa h previously onsidered is predi tion via a tree. The idea
here is that you onstru t a binary tree over the set of hoi es, then for ea h node in
the tree learn a predi tor of whether the orre t label is to the left or right using all
examples with a label in the set of hoi es beneath the node. A surprising drawba k
of this approa h is that it is
as proved in a theorem[5℄.
The above observations suggest the entral question an only be answered pessimisti ally, but this turns out to not be the ase. There are onsistent algorithms
for O(log k) training and testing, for whi h we have built a nearly omplete understanding that I will outline next.
(1) The ltration tri k used in the Filter Tree [5℄ allows onsistent multi lass
predi tion in a binary tree. The basi algorithm an be generalized to
ost-sensitive lassi ation problems at the (ne essary) ost of O(k) training time per example, while keeping O(log k) predi tion time. The lter
tree sa ri es some robustness ompared to the best-possible approa hes
ignoring omputational omplexity sin e an error is indu ed if any of log k
predi tions are in orre t. However, lter trees an be understood as the
rst instan e of a larger family of algorithms, error orre ting tournaments
[5℄, with the property that any
fra tion of the binary lassi ations
an be in orre t.
(2) Another form of predi tion problem is in the partial-information setting,
where you learn the reward of just one hoi e from a set of hoi es. In
this setting, using the ltration tri k and an additional oseting tri k in
the Oset Tree [6℄ provides a onsistent method. The oset tree turns
out to be as robust as possible given the (very limited) information in this
settingno other approa h has a better redu tion analysis.
(3) If we want to know the probability of 1 of k events, it turns out that
the simple binary tree approa h onsistent, and we an prove that the
squared loss of the nal estimate is bounded by (log k) times the average
squared loss of predi tions at the nodes.
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While all of the dis ussion above is about provable properties of learning algorithms,
we have in fa t tested these algorithms on a variety of dierent problems, and
in every ase found that they have performan e similar to and often better than
the more ommonly used exponentially slower approa hes. In one extreme test
of the probability ase, Andriy Mnih [7℄ (independently) onstru ted a tree-based
algorithm whi h ompetes su essfully with n-gram models in language learning.
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